
One less 





Once upon a Christmas time, there were twin
penguins Apartade and Apartada.





It was Christmas time and the boys were busy
making their Christmas lists. 

Apartade had a very long list.





Mum asked them to go with grandpa and take their
Christmas present lists to Santa. Apartade did not

want to go. 

Apartada dragged his brother to Santa's house.





Santa took a look at Apartade's list and told him,
‘sorry, not possible’.





Apartade was not happy and demanded to know
why? 

Santa said “The world can only produce enough
materials for the Elves and I to make one less

present for everyone now, so if you have all of
these, other penguins won’t be able to have one”.





“Eh?” said Apartade. 

“Come with me" said Santa. 

"Materials are limited. All the ingredients to make
toys - wood from trees, metal from mines, plastic
from oil are all made by the world but the world

can’t make enough to keep up". 





“When your Grandpa was little, everyone was happy
with 1 toy car and my pile of toy cars went all the

way to the moon."

"Now there are many more penguins and I have 4
stacks of toy cars to the moon and all the other
presents. The reindeer can’t take the weight!”.





“Not not only are there more penguins but some
penguins in some countries are demanding, for

example 6 toy cars, it makes no sense, penguins only
have 2 flippers to play with the cars!"

Apartade was still not happy. “I want 2 toy cars then,
one for each flipper” he said.





Santa looked sad “The Elves are overworked and are
having to blow up mountains to get more metal to

make more cars. I love mountains, blowing them up
is too much. One less present per penguin means at
least 4 stacks less to the moon of material saved. A

better way to get more presents is to share. And that
way we don't have to blow up more mountains and

can ski on them instead. And you know what?"...





"Santa loves skiing!”





Apartade thought about the overloaded reindeer,
the over worked elves, the blown up mountains.

“Okay" said Apartade "no more blowing up
mountains”. 

So the elves and the reindeer celebrated. Santa went
skiing. And Apartade had a lovely Christmas playing

together with his brother, sharing presents





The End 

Or the beginning! overshootday.org marks the date
when our demand  on the world's resources 

 exceeds what Earth can make in that year. We are
currently on August 22nd. 
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